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AVAILABLE EXCURSIONS

Costa Victoria
Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia

22 October, Singapore

DATE PORT ARRIVAL DEPARTURE

10/22 Singapore - 2200

10/23 ...CRUISING... - -

10/24 Phuket 0800 1800

10/25 Penang 0800 1400

10/26 Singapore 1400 -

Phuket - 10/24/2016

6072 HIGHLIGHT OF PHUKET AND ISLAND SAFARI

6074 HIGHLIGHT OF PHUKET AND CULTURAL SHOW

6077 PHUKET RELIGION AND CULTURAL HERITAGE

6078 JAMES BOND ISLAND AND RANG YAI ISLAND

6079 PHI PHI ISLAND

6081 RELAXING AT KATA BEACH

6089 LANDSCAPES, SEA PANWA CANOE

6408 TEMPLE AND MASSAGE

6409 SHOPPING PARADISE

Penang - 10/25/2016

6252 GEORGETOWN AND SUBURBS

6254 ROUND THE ISLAND

6282 CHOCOLATE, COFFEE, TEA & SHOPPING MALL

6283 GOLDEN SANDS RESORT

6284 HERITAGE TOUR WITH LOCAL PRODUCT SHOPPING

Singapore - 10/26/2016

6398 SUPER SINGAPORE: WHERE WONDER BLOOMS APT

6255 SUPER SINGAPORE: WHERE WONDER BLOOMS

00ZW BEHIND THE SCENE: TIGER BREWERY - Asian Market

00ZX MINDBOGGLING JOURNEY - Asian Market

6099 SPIRIT OF SINGAPORE - APT

6101 SPIRIT OF SINGAPORE

6821 SENTOSA AND THE CITY
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This tour will not disappoint fun lovers. Elephants are very important animals in Thailand and this excursion combines elephant shows

and rides with a visit to a cashew nut factory and a stop for shopping. Following a short scenic drive amongst the rubber plantations,

local houses and mosques, you will be able to experience a thrilling elephant ride and watch a variety of animals performing in

entertaining shows at the Island Safari. If you wish, you will also be able to feed an elephant with local fruits (subject to a small fee

payable on the spot). It is easy to see why this place has become one of Phuket's leading attractions, offering the chance for eco-

friendly tourism and adventure. Later you will visit one of the most important temples on the island: Wat Chalong (or Wat

Chaiyathararam), a monastery not far from Phuket Town. It is also widely known as Wat Luang Po Cham, after its most honoured

monk. Here, the loud explosions of fireworks fill the air as temple goers make their offerings to the statue of Buddha. You will then

visit the local cashew factory. Cashew nuts have become one of the most important crops for the islanders and here you will

discover how the nuts are picked and processed, before having the chance to sample them. Finally, you will have the opportunity to

shop for souvenirs, local products, handicrafts, pearls or semiprecious stones at a reputable local store.

Please note: When visiting the temple shoes should be removed and socks should be worn. Gentlemen must wear long trousers.

Miniskirts and excessively low necklines are not permitted inside the temple. Spaces are limited, so please reserve early. Please be

advised there are a few steps at Wat Chalong. The tour is not recommended for guests with mobility problems. Passengers may be

divided into smaller groups for the activities at the island safari and the order of the itinerary may vary. Do not forget to bring

mosquito repellent. Each elephant can carry a maximum of two people.

 

INFORMATIONS

This tour combines Phuket's sights with an easygoing overview of the island, including the charming local temple, the wonderful

views from Promthep Cape, a Thai folklore show and the orchid farm at the Thai Village. You will start by visiting Promthep Cape, a

rocky headland that forms the southernmost tip of the island. It stretches into the sea and offers panoramic views and a fine vista

over the near-perfect half-moon bay of Nai Harn Beach. You will then travel a short distance to visit one of the island's most

important temples: Wat Chalong (or Wat Chaiyathararam). The temple hall houses bronze statues of three famous monks, believed

to possess supernatural powers. Over a century ago, a battle between two rival factions of Chinese laborers ended up at Wat

Chalong, where the abbot, Luang Por Chaem, reconciled the warring parties. Another short drive will take you to the Phuket Orchid

PACIFIC ASIA

Phuket
HIGHLIGHT OF PHUKET AND ISLAND SAFARI

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

6072 5 1/2 Hours approximately Easy $64.00 $48.00

Type

Eco Natural Trail Cultural Good for shopping Fun Recommended to
families

Most wanted

PACIFIC ASIA

Phuket
HIGHLIGHT OF PHUKET AND CULTURAL SHOW
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Garden and the Thai Village. After walking through the small orchid farm, you will watch the traditional show at the Thai Village. It

features cultural performances illustrating the local way of life with folk dances, which are unique to Phuket and the South. Finally,

you will visit a reputable store to shop for souvenirs, local products, handicrafts, pearls or semiprecious stones before returning to the

port.

Please Note: Appropriate clothing is recommended to enter temples and places of worship; when visiting the temple shoes should

be removed and socks should be worn; shoulders and legs should be covered when visiting the temple. Don't forget to bring

mosquitoes repellent. Space is limited, so please reserve early. Excursion departure in the afternoon.

 

INFORMATIONS

This tour will leave you in awe with the contrast between the island's extraordinary Chinese-style shrines and traditional Thai temples.

You will visit Wat Jui Tui, a distinctive Chinese shrine that attracts a steady stream of devotees, anxious to have their fortunes read.

You will see the ¬‘half-buried’ Buddha (Phra Pud) in the floor of the Wat Phra Thong Temple. Next you will drive along the beautiful

western coast of Phuket, passing Kamala, Surin, Patong, Kata and Karon beaches before arriving at the southernmost tip of the

island, Promthep Cape. Here you will have the chance to admire the stunning views and take photographs. The spot offers a fine

view over the nearby islands, the beautiful Nai Harn Beach and the windmill. Following this you will visit the Chalong Temple, the

most famous on Phuket Island. The temple hall houses bronze statues of three monks - Luang Por Chaem, Luang Por Gluam and

Luang Por Chuang - honoured by the inhabitants of Phuket. The Thais believe that this temple protects the island from harm. Your

next stop will be at a Thai restaurant for a fantastic lunch.

Please note: Please wear comfortable walking shoes; sunhats are recommended. Appropriate clothing is necessary to enter inside

temples and places of worship. When visiting the temple, shoes should be removed and socks are recommended. Shoulders and

legs should be covered when visiting the temple. Do not forget to bring mosquito repellent. The order of the itinerary may vary.

Spaces are limited, so please reserve early.

 

INFORMATIONS

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

6074 5 Hours approximately Easy $40.00 $30.00

Type

Sightseeing Cultural Good for shopping Disable friendly

PACIFIC ASIA

Phuket
PHUKET RELIGION AND CULTURAL HERITAGE

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

6077 8 Hours approximately Easy $79.00 $59.25

Type
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This exciting full-day tour will enable you to explore some of Phang Nga Bay's most fantastic scenery. You will board the motorized

speed boat at Royal Phuket Marina and begin to navigate the mangroves and canals of Phang Nga, cruising past spectacular

outcrops of limestone rocks and caves making your way towards ‘James Bond Island’ (or Khao Ping Kan). This breathtakingly

beautiful island became famous after it was used as a shooting location for the James Bond film, ‘The Man with the Golden Gun’.

You will be able to admire the amazing neighbouring Nail Island, before continuing to Panyi Island to visit a 150 year-old fishing

village. Here you will have the chance to converse with the locals and to visit the island's mosque with its towering minaret, along with

the stalls and shops built entirely on stilts high above the sea. Later on, you will take a speed boat transfer to Rang Yai Island where

you will enjoy a delicious lunch. After lunch you will have the opportunity to relax on the beach or swim. Finally a boat ride will bring

you back to Royal Phuket Marina to meet your transfer back to the ship.

Please note: Please wear comfortable walking shoes and casual clothing. Do not forget your swimming costume, towel, sun-glasses

and plenty of sun lotion. This tour is not recommended for guests who suffer from seasickness or for those with mobility problems. A

stop to use the toilet facilities will be made at the Boat Lagoon pier upon arrival. Do not forget to bring mosquito repellent. Spaces

are limited, so please reserve early

 

INFORMATIONS

This perfectly-shaped island is located just a short distance away from Phuket Island. Phi Phi Island claims to be one of the most

beautiful and most fascinating islands in Southeast Asia. With its two curved beaches almost converging into one, the island consists

of a small plot of land on the centre of the crescent bay, crowded with resorts, restaurants etc. It offers the ultimate tropical

adventure with its classic beaches, stunning rock formations and vivid turquoise waters filled with tropical marine life - a perfect

paradise.Ton Sai Bay, the main area on Phi Phi Don, was affected by tsunami but is now back to business as usual. You will aslo visit

Sightseeing Cultural Good for shopping Disable friendly Most wanted

Meal Included

PACIFIC ASIA

Phuket
JAMES BOND ISLAND AND RANG YAI ISLAND

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

6078 8 Hours approximately Moderate $144.00 $108.00

Type

Sightseeing Eco Natural Trail Water Activity Cultural Good for shopping

Most wanted Meal Included

PACIFIC ASIA

Phuket
PHI PHI ISLAND
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the beautiful Phi Phi Ley with the magical landscape of Maya Beach. The beach was made famous by the recent Hollywood movie,

‘The Beach’ starring Leonardo Di Caprio. After this you will enjoy a Thai lunch at the Laem Tong Bay before your journey back to

Phuket.  Upon arriving at Royal Phuket Marina Pier, tranfer to Gems Gallery for shopping.  Afterwards, transfer back to the ship.

Please note: Please wear comfortable walking shoes and casual clothing. Do not forget your swimming costume, towel, sun-glasses

and plenty of sun lotion. This tour is not recommended for guests who suffer from seasickness or for those with mobility problems.

Do not forget to bring mosquito repellent. Spaces are limited, so please reserve early. The boat trip between the port and Phi Phi

island takes about 1 hour.

 

INFORMATIONS

If your ideal way of relaxing and enjoying by lying next to the pool and sunbathing while enjoying the tropical heat, then this is a

perfect choice for you. You will have a transfer to one of the leading hotels on this island. Upon arrival at the hotel, you can choose

to sunbath and swim at the hotel's pool or at the nearby beach.

Please Note: Do not forget your swimming costume, towel, sun-glasses and plenty of sun lotion. Hats for protection against sun are

recommended. Space is limited, so please reserve early. Don't forget to bring mosquitoes repellent.

 

INFORMATIONS

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

6079 8 Hours approximately Easy $139.00 $104.25

Type

Sightseeing Eco Natural Trail Water Activity Meal Included

PACIFIC ASIA

Phuket
RELAXING AT KATA BEACH

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

6081 4 1/2 Hours approximately Easy $54.00 $40.50

Type

Water Activity Fun Recommended to
families

Disable friendly Refreshments
included

PACIFIC ASIA

Phuket
LANDSCAPES, SEA PANWA CANOE
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After leaving the pier your bus will drive you to the bay of Por, where you will take a typical boat and explore some of Phang Nga

Bay's most fantastic scenery, such as unique islets, limestone rocks and mangroves. Your cruise will bring you to Panak Island where

you will experience the real adventure of canoeing lead by a guide. You will also have the opportunity to swim, admiring amazing

landscapes built up of wonderful caves and naturally created stalactites and stalagmites. A Thai buffet lunch will be served onboard

the boat, whilst sailing back to land.  Upon arriving at the pier at the bay of Por, transfer to Gem Gallery for shopping.  Afterwards,

transfer back to the ship.

Please note: For safety reasons, the visit of the caves depends on the sea level. Please wear comfortable shoes and clothing: shorts,

swimwear, hat, sunglasses, towels, suntan lotion and mosquito repellent are recommended. Please also bring a change of clothing.

The capacity of the canoes is 2 people. Water-resistant bags are provided for cameras. The caves are low at certain points, therefore

it is necessary to lie down on the canoe on certain occasions. Participants should be in very good physical health and be able to

swim. The presence of many bats inside the caves may result in a foul smell. This tour is not recommended for guests who suffer

from seasickness, guests with back problems or for those with mobility problems.

 

INFORMATIONS

In this excursion, we will visit Chalong Temple, one of the most famous temples on this island and also enjoy an outstanding Thai

massage. The first stop will be Chalong Temple, there you will understand why the temple was so famous. The next stop is a massage

center, where you will enjoy a traditional Thai massage for 2 hours (tips are not included). After the massage we will go to the

Pornthip shop. There are different kinds of dried food, seafood and local snacks. Before going back to the ship, you will have the

chance to buy souvenirs, handcrafts or spices at the local shop.

This tour will not have guide. The local English speaking staff can offer some important information. For the visit of the temple shoes

should be removed and socks should be worn. Gentlemen must wear long pants (trousers). Ladies with miniskirts and excessive

neckline are not admitted into the temple. To visit the Chalong Temple it is necessary to climb some stairs. During this season there

might be higher traffic. Places are limited, please reserve early.

 

INFORMATIONS

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

6089 8 Hours approximately Moderate $124.00 $93.00

Type

Sightseeing Eco Natural Trail Water Activity Fun Recommended to
families

Sports Lovers Meal Included

PACIFIC ASIA

Phuket
TEMPLE AND MASSAGE

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price
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If you simply adore shopping and sightseeing, then this excursion is definitely for you! After leaving the port, you will visit one of the

most famous temples on the island, Chalong Temple. After your visit, you will understand why so many local people believe in this

temple. Your happy hour will start from Gems Gallery, a famous store on the island. Here you will find local traditional souvenirs and

a variety of different gifts for your family and friends. Your next stop will be at the Pornthip Store, where you can find various kinds of

dried foods, seafood and local snacks. After this you will have free time to enjoy lunch at one of the restaurants near to the outlet

(lunch is not included). After lunch you will visit Madunan where you can find many locally produced T-shirts. Before heading back to

the ship, you will have a chance to purchase different kinds of local souvenirs at the Jatujak Market.

Please note This tour does not include a guide. The local English-speaking staff can offer some important information. When visiting

the temple, shoes should be removed and socks should be worn. Gentlemen must wear long trousers. Miniskirts and excessively low

necklines are not permitted inside the temple. To visit the Chalong Temple you will need to climb up a set of stairs. During this

season traffic jams may occur. Spaces are limited, so please reserve early.

 

INFORMATIONS

You will travel past the main commercial district into the outskirts of Georgetown, passing the official residence of Penang's

governor. On your way to the Botanical Gardens you will drive along roads lined with huge rain trees and flanked by handsome

suburban houses and some of the beautiful colonial homes built during the period of British rule. You will stop at the Penang

Botanical Gardens, also know as the Waterfall Gardens, for a pleasant stroll. The gardens were laid out by the British in 1884, and

offer an extensive display of native and hybrid orchids, cacti, a wide variety of ferns, bamboo plants, flowering trees and shrubs. They

are inhabited by long-tailed macaques, which will add some excitement to your visit. Visit the Thai Buddhist Temple, which houses

the 4th largest Reclining Buddha in the world. You will then stop at the Baba Nyonya Museum, also known as the Pinang Peranakan

6408 6 Hours approximately Easy $79.00 $59.25

Type

Cultural Fun Meal not included

PACIFIC ASIA

Phuket
SHOPPING PARADISE

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

6409 6 1/2 Hours approximately Easy $39.00 $29.25

Type

Sightseeing Good for shopping Meal not included

PACIFIC ASIA

Penang
GEORGETOWN AND SUBURBS
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Mansion or the Chung Keng Kwee Museum. This was formally a private home belonging to the Chinese head of the Hai San secret

society. The building - an impressive Straits Eclectic-style mansion - is an architectural marvel. The late-Victorian influence is

particularly clear in the profuse use of decorative cast iron, and this is one of the few buildings in Penang whose cast iron fixtures

survived the Japanese occupation intact. You will marvel at the painstaking restoration of this house and its breathtaking antique

furniture and woodwork. A Baba guide well versed in Baba Nyonya culture and Chinese Feng Shui will explain in detail what each

carving, design, and painting depicts. This mansion is a storehouse of antiques. A life-size statue of Chung Keng Kwee himself, attired

in his Mandarin's robe and a Manchu Mandarin cap, is displayed in his family temple next to the house. Before returning to the port,

visit the bustling waterfront, where the houses on stilts form a water village built by the early Chinese immigrants, hinting at Penang's

past.

Please Note: The order of the itinerary may vary. Please wear comfortable walking shoes, suitable clothing is recommended for

entrance to places of worship.  Space is limited , so please reserve early. Do not forget to have insect repellent.

 

INFORMATIONS

From the bustle of Georgetown's waterfront to the countryside of Penang, this tour will allow you the chance to circle the island and

admire some of its most interesting sights. Firstly visit the esteemed Khoo Kongsi where the walls, pillars and roof are richly

decorated with intricate carvings bearing the marks of master craftsmen from China and the beams are made from wood of the

finest quality. The temple was rebuilt in 1920 after it was gutted by fire. Some believe the fire was brought about because of the

resemblance of the building to the Emperor's Palace in China. From here you will enjoy a leisurely drive towards the northern tip of

Penang, passing beautiful coves and the bays of Batu Ferringhi with a stop at a local batik workshop, where you will be shown the

intricate and timeless art of decorating fabric with wax and dyes. Scents of clove and nutmeg will follow as you drive through the hills,

where you will stop at a local fruit and spice stall for a closer look at the fresh species and local fruits. Before going back to the ship,

you will have the chance to see the other side of Penang, the quiet Malay villages, known as Kampungs. These are scattered all over

the island, giving you a true taste of the local life.

Please Note: The order of the itinerary may vary. Please wear comfortable walking shoes. Space is limited , so please reserve early.

Do not forget to have insect repellent.

 

INFORMATIONS

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

6252 3 1/2 Hours approximately Easy $54.00 $40.50

Type

Cultural Good for shopping

PACIFIC ASIA

Penang
ROUND THE ISLAND

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price
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Cocoa Boutique is the place where you can savour all types of chocolates that are truly and uniquely Malaysian. Take this gourment

vpyage and enjoy a myriad of exotic tropical fruit chocolated like the rich and strong scented durian chocolate, the fragrant

pineapple and mango chocolate, the sweet papaya and banana chocolate, crunchy coconut chocolate, or even kiwi and strawberry

chocolate. Next, visit the Coffee Tree. Life's best moment is enjoying a cup of rich, tasty, and soothing aroma Penang White Coffee.

Every sip is an unforgetable great experience. We have all kinds of coffee & tea, as well as roasted coffee beans and beverages.

Coffee Tree produces own coffee & tea beverages with own proprietary recipe and formulae. Thus, providing you the best quality

coffee & tea instantly.You also have chance to buy local products. Before we return to the port, spend some time shopping in one of

our leading department store.

Please Note: The order of the itinerary may vary. Space is limited, so please reserve early. Do not forget to have insect repellent.

 

INFORMATIONS

Penang is a resort island with beaches spread right around much of its fringes. The most popular beaches are to the north, in and

around the resort of Batu Ferringhi or the “Foreigner's Rock”, has been a popular beach among locals for centuries. This beach day

is designed for your leisure and relaxation in a beautiful resort which is located directly on the beach, with coconut palms standing

tall, green leaves contrasting with the cerulean blue of the ocean. Ideal for beach lovers, the glistening sands of the bay where you

can either just soak up the rays on the beach or enjoy the blue waters of the sea.

Please Note: Please do not forget your swimming suite and sunglasses. Space is limited, so please reserve in advance. Swimming is

not allowed at the hotel swimming pool. Remember to stay in the designated swimming area to be protected by the nets from the

jelly fish. Do not forget to have insect repellent.

6254 4 1/2 Hours approximately Easy $59.00 $44.25

Type

Sightseeing Eco Natural Trail Recommended to
families

PACIFIC ASIA

Penang
CHOCOLATE, COFFEE, TEA & SHOPPING MALL

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

6282 4 Hours approximately Easy $49.00 $36.75

Type

Good for shopping Recommended to
families

PACIFIC ASIA

Penang
GOLDEN SANDS RESORT
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INFORMATIONS

Georgetown, named after King George III, is synonymous with history. Colonial buildings, Chinese Shop-houses and Little India

makes the inner city of Georgetown easily one of the most interesting and charming Cities in Asia. A heritage Jewel that is largely

intact. Visit the Thai Buddhist Temple, which houses the 4th largest Reclining Buddha in the world measuring 108ft long. The

Burmese Buddhist Temple sitting across the road is spices-up the already rich cultural diversity of Penang. This is followed by

another jewel of Geogetwon. The Baba Nyonya Museum also known as the Chung Keng Kooi Mansion. This was formally a private

home belonging to a Chinese Kapitan who was the head of the Hai San secret society. Be amazed at how well this house has been

restored. The antique furniture and woodwork is simply awaesome. Not to be missed is the Majestic Khoo Kongsi. The most beautiful

Chinese Clan House to be built outside China. The intricate wood and granite living together with 24 stone carved classic example of

filial piety makes this place a must for visitor to Penang.. On your return journey, we will visit one of the Local Product Shop.

Please Note: The order of the itinerary may vary. Space is limited, so please reserve early. Please wear comfortable walking shoes,

suitable clothing is recommended for entrance to places of worship. When visiting the temple shoes should be removed and it’s

recommended to wear socks. Do not forget to have insect repellent.

 

INFORMATIONS

Visit Singapore's latest and incredible attraction - Gardens by the Bay. Get to explore the outdoor Heritage Gardens and enter the

beautifulFower Dome and Cloud Forest. These 2 domes are innovative in design and one of the icons of Singapore's Marina South

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

6283 4 1/2 Hours approximately Easy $54.00 $40.50

Type

Water Activity Recommended to
families

PACIFIC ASIA

Penang
HERITAGE TOUR WITH LOCAL PRODUCT SHOPPING

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

6284 4 Hours approximately Easy $54.00 $40.50

Type

Good for shopping Recommended to
families

PACIFIC ASIA

Singapore
SUPER SINGAPORE: WHERE WONDER BLOOMS APT
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Garden. Take a stroll inside the domes and stroll along the garden path, take a walk along the Sky Walk and then visit the Sky Park.

Proceed to Marina Bay Sands hotel, where you will have free time to explore the hotel's amazing choice of shops, the Casino and

marvel at its amazing architecture.

This excursion is reserved for guests disembarking in Singapore with flights from 5:30pm onwards, and if your cruise includes an

arrival in Singapore at 9:00am in the morning. If your cruise includes an arrival in Singapore at 2:00pm, the tour is dedicated to

guests with flights landing from 10:00pm onwards.

 

INFORMATIONS

Visit Singapore's latest and incredible attraction - Gardens by the Bay. Get to explore the outdoor Heritage Gardens and enter the

beautifulFower Dome and Cloud Forest. These 2 domes are innovative in design and one of the icons of Singapore's Marina South

Garden. Take a stroll inside the domes and stroll along the garden path, take a walk along the Sky Walk and then visit the Sky Park.

Proceed to Marina Bay Sands hotel, where you will have free time to explore the hotel's amazing choice of shops, the Casino and

marvel at its amazing architecture.

Note: This excursion is reserved for guests who disembark in Singapore. Space is limited, so please reserve early. The order of the

itinerary may vary.This excursion is reserved for guests disembarking in Singapore with flights from 5:30pm onwards, and if your

cruise includes an arrival in Singapore at 9:00am in the morning. If your cruise includes an arrival in Singapore at 2:00pm, the tour

is dedicated to guests with flights landing from 10:00pm onwards.

 

INFORMATIONS

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

6398 4 1/2 Hours approximately Easy $99.00 $74.25

Type

Sightseeing Eco Natural Trail Recommended to
families

PACIFIC ASIA

Singapore
SUPER SINGAPORE: WHERE WONDER BLOOMS

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

6255 4 1/2 Hours approximately Easy $99.00 $74.25

Type

Sightseeing Eco Natural Trail Recommended to
families

PACIFIC ASIA

Singapore
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Featuring Singapore’s world-acclaimed Tiger and the brand’s rich Asian heritage and award-winning legacy,  the World of Tiger will

welcome you in this behind the scenes tour of the Tiger Brewery.Many of you like beer, but how many of you have had a chance to

visit a real functional brewery right in the heart of Singapore? Did you actually know that Tiger Beer was manufactured and bottled

in Singapore? Tiger Beer is the result of a collaboration between F&N and Heineken and as part of the brewery tour, you will have a

more in-depth understanding of how  this popular brand - Tiger Beer - came into life and became what it is today.As part of the

tour, you  will be guided through the Tiger Beer museum which showcases the transformation of Tiger Beer through the decades.

The tour is followed by two short movie clips that explain how Tiger Beer came about and basically how Tiger Beer are made. Next,

you will proceed to the production facilities to see the fermentation silos, as well as the settling and packaging process. Last but not

least, you will enjoy free flow of cool Tiger beer in the Tavern itself. Time for you to kick back, relax and enjoy!

Space is limited, so please reserve early.

Minimum age for partecipant is 18 years old.Minimum age for beer tasting is 18 years old.All Guests are required to produce a

photo identity card for admission in the brewery.Photo taking in the production facilities is not allowed.

 

INFORMATIONS

Upon leaving the pier, follow the coastline en route towards Sentosa Island. Just behind Universal Studios, a new attraction awaits

you: Trickeye Museum!Get ready to let your imagination march into a miraculous dimension of original 3D artworks. Get ready for

more than 80 optical illusion paintings and installations which will boggle your mind and make you do a double take. Step inside or

crawl into the exhibits. Interact with the characters and become the subject of the artwork on display. This almost surreal gallery is a

must-have on your to-do list. Visitors are more than welcome to explore the various themed galleries with their eyes, hands and

even cameras.  Step inside the paintings to complete a visual narrative with your creative poses, and watch a “tricky” story unfold

before your camera. At Trick Eye Museum, you’ll be creating unforgettable memories with friends and family amid fun and laughter,

with a dash of educational and cultural enrichment.You will then have some time at leisure to get a refreshment or a snack in one of

the countless outlets as well as shop for some souvenirs. Head back to the ship with your camera plenty of memories!

Space is limited, so please reserve early.

Entrance at the Museum is staggered in order not to overcrowd the venue.The Visit inside the Museum is at leisure.Certain galleries

may contain art works that steps to climb on.Be sure your camera is fully charged with plenty of memory space before your visit.

 

INFORMATIONS

BEHIND THE SCENE: TIGER BREWERY - Asian Market

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

00ZW 3 Hours approximately Easy $44.00 $33.00

Type

Refreshments
included

PACIFIC ASIA

Singapore
MINDBOGGLING JOURNEY - Asian Market
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This tour will introduce you to the vibrant metropolis of Singapore, presenting its contrasting sights and landscapes. You will travel by

coach through the exotic quarter of Little India, where the stalls and restored shops are perfumed with fragrant jasmine garlands.

The merchants here offer everything from saris and aromatic spices to intricate ornaments. Next you will continue to the Raffles

Landing Site beside the Singapore River, before continuing through the Civic District. You will admire Parliament House, the Victoria

Theatre, the Empress Place Building and other colonial buildings that have been restored to their original splendor. You will then

drive past yet more colonial buildings including the City Hall, Supreme Court and the legendary Raffles Hotel. You will also admire

the Merlion Statue, which has become the symbol of Singapore. Your coach will then cross the Singapore River and drive along

Shenton Way, commonly known as Asia's Wall Street, to enter historic Chinatown. During your stroll through this district of the city

you will be introduced to age-old customs and architecture from a bygone era, and you will be able to spot Chinese medicine shops,

teahouses, acupuncturists and calligraphers as you wander through the atmospheric narrow streets. Your next stop will be the

Botanical Gardens, which boast the world's largest orchid collection, with 60,000 plants displayed in a natural setting. Finally, you will

stop at Mount Faber to take photographs of Singapore's skyline.

Please Note: The order of the itinerary may vary. Please wear comfortable walking shoes and casual clothing. The walking distance

from the gangway of the ship to the buses loading area is  approximately 10 minutes. The tour will end at the airport. This excursion

is reserved for guests disembarking in Singapore with flights from 5:30pm onwards, and if your cruise includes an arrival in

Singapore at 9:00am in the morning. If your cruise includes an arrival in Singapore at 2:00pm, the tour is dedicated to guests with

flights landing from 10:00pm onwards.

 

INFORMATIONS

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

00ZX 3 Hours approximately Easy $54.00 $40.50

Type

Recommended to
families

PACIFIC ASIA

Singapore
SPIRIT OF SINGAPORE - APT

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

6099 4 1/2 Hours approximately Easy $64.00 $48.00

Type

Sightseeing Cultural Good for shopping

PACIFIC ASIA

Singapore
SPIRIT OF SINGAPORE
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This tour will introduce you to the vibrant metropolis of Singapore, presenting its contrasting sights and landscapes. You will travel by

coach through the exotic quarter of Little India, where the stalls and restored shops are perfumed with fragrant jasmine garlands.

The merchants here offer everything from saris and aromatic spices to intricate ornaments. Next you will continue to the Raffles

Landing Site beside the Singapore River, before continuing through the Civic District. You will admire Parliament House, the Victoria

Theatre, the Empress Place Building and other colonial buildings that have been restored to their original splendor. You will then

drive past yet more colonial buildings including the City Hall, Supreme Court and the legendary Raffles Hotel. You will also admire

the Merlion Statue, which has become the symbol of Singapore. Your coach will then cross the Singapore River and drive along

Shenton Way, commonly known as Asia's Wall Street, to enter historic Chinatown. During your stroll through this district of the city

you will be introduced to age-old customs and architecture from a bygone era, and you will be able to spot Chinese medicine shops,

teahouses, acupuncturists and calligraphers as you wander through the atmospheric narrow streets. Your next stop will be the

Botanical Gardens, which boast the world's largest orchid collection, with 60,000 plants displayed in a natural setting. Finally, you will

stop at Mount Faber to take photographs of Singapore's skyline.

Please Note: The order of the itinerary may vary. Please wear comfortable walking shoes and casual clothing. The walking distance

from the gangway of the ship to the bus loading area is approximately 10 minutes. Space are limited, so please reserve early. This

excursion is reserved for guests who do not disembark in Singapore

 

INFORMATIONS

This tour will begin with a short bus and monorail ride from the mainland to Sentosa Island. On arrival you will ascend the Sky Tower,

Asia's tallest observation tower that stands at a height of 131 metres above sea level. Here you can admire the panoramic views

across Singapore and Southern Island. After familiarising yourself with the island from the air, you’ll explore Sentosa on foot as well.

The next stop on your tour will be Little India where you’ll be dazzled by the colourful streets and the bustling life that permeates

every nook and cranny of the district. Little India is the focal point of the Indian community and you’ll find yourself being beckoned by

the quarter’s spice-scented streets, where your senses will be filled with a multitude of colours and sounds. As you walk past the

shophouses you’ll discover an array of Indian silk, brassware and carvings. Leaving Little India behind, your next stop will be the

Botanical Gardens, a wonderful example of the splendid parks on this tropical island. The thousands of species of plants, among

them some rare examples, reflect the variety and richness of the world's flora. The National Orchid Garden located within the

Gardens boasts the world's largest orchid collection, with 60,000 orchid plants displayed in a natural setting. Finally, with fond

memories of your time in Singapore, you’ll return to the ship.

Please note: If the Sky Tower is closed due to bad weather, you will the visit the Merlion Statue. This excursion is reserved for guests

who do not disembark in Singapore

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

6101 4 1/2 Hours approximately Easy $64.00 $48.00

Type

Cultural Recommended to
families

PACIFIC ASIA

Singapore
SENTOSA AND THE CITY
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INFORMATIONS

Code Duration Level Adult price Child price

6821 4 Hours approximately Easy $69.00 $51.75

Type

Sightseeing Recommended to
families
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Legenda

ICONE DESCRIZIONE

Easy

tour with this designation involve walking over relatively lever terrain. Comfortable shoes are recommended.

Moderate

Tours with this designation can involve a considerable amount of physical activity such as walking over cobblestones or uneven surface, climbing stairs or

steep terrain, swimming in a light current, or bicycle riding. They are not recommended for guest with walking difficulties. Comfortable sturdy shoes are

recommended.

Hard

Tour with this designation involve high physical exertion for extended periods of time. The terrain may be uneven or steep. They are recommended only

for physically fit and adventurous traveller.

Sightseeing

these are primarily motor coach excursions with an emphasis on sight-seeing and very little activity.

Water Activity

Involves the opportunity to swim or the possibility of getting wet.

Fun

dedicated to a young public keen on entertainment.

Eco Natural Trail

dedicated to nature lovers.

Tasting

a light snack will be provided on this excursion.

Meal not included

during excursions free time is given to organise lunch individually.

Most wanted

Guest surveys indicate a high degree of satisfaction with these tours.

Basket Lunch

a packed meal is provided from the ship.

Good for shopping

specially dedicated to shopping lovers.

Cultural

dedicated to history, culture and local traditions lovers.

Disable friendly

Excursions with the handicap sign are for guests with mobility difficulties however should be able to move around independently. Guests in wheelchair

out on excursion need to be accompanied by a third party as assistance by the ship will not be provided. The majority of our agencies require that the

wheelchairs be retractable because sometimes the necessary space needed for a wheelchair is not available. We kindly ask you to contact the Excursion

Office as soon as possible, upon embarkation, to ensure that we find the best possible solution and to reserve the appropriate seat in the required bus

before the departure of the excursions.For further information and for a solution that best fits your need please contact the Excursion Office.

Sports Lovers

for the adventurous, there are our most active shore excursions.

Recommended to families

includes activities that are appropriate for families travelling with children.

New

Brand -new Tour

Meal on board

back on board for lunch/dinner, your guide will be ready to continue the excursion at the end of it.

Meal Included

a meal will be provided on this excursion.
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Refreshments included

Refreshments included.
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PRACTICAL GUIDE TO EXCURSIONS
 

Booking excursions

You can book your excursions before departure at www.mycosta.it by registering and filling in the online form or, on board, by using the interactive TV

system from the comfort of your own cabin or by visiting the Excursions Totem (services only available on board selected ships), or at any stage

during your holiday by dropping off a completed Tour Order Form in the drop box located in the main hall of the ship. Excursions Office staff will be

happy to offer you advice and assistance.

 

Number of participants

Some excursions require a minimum number of bookings and/or a maximum number of participants. These excursions are available on a first come

first served basis, so it is advisable to book them well in advance.

 

Duration

The stated duration of excursions is subject to change without prior notice and can vary due to unforeseen circumstances, such as adverse weather

conditions and/or transport delays. The order of certain visits may also be changed for the abovementioned reasons. You are therefore kindly asked

to respect the times announced by the tour guides (stops for food, stops to take photographs, etc.).

 

Description

The descriptions of excursions are correct at time of publication of this document. In an effort to offer you the highest quality excursions program, in

some cases the descriptions may vary slightly from the excursions themselves.

 

Guests with limited mobility

Please contact our onboard staff the day before your cruise. They will advise you and try to obtain the necessary equipment for your on-shore

excursion.

 

Personalised programs

Private cars, limousines or exclusive visits can be arranged upon request on day of departure by contacting the Excursions Office.

 

Prices

The prices of excursions include transport available on site, which might include coach, limousine, taxi, funicular railways or boats. Meals and/or drinks

are included only when specified in the itinerary of the excursion. Costa Cruises reserves the right to change the prices and itineraries of excursions

without prior notice.

 

Children and kids

Children between the ages of 3 and 13 are entitled to a 30% discount for excursions on cruises in the Mediterranean and Northern Europe, 25%

for cruises in South America and Transatlantic cruises from/to South America, and 10% for cruises to the Caribbean and Transatlantic cruises from/to

the Caribbean.

There is no charge for children up to the age of 3 provided that parents carry them during transportation.

 

Squok Club

Children between the ages of 3 and 12 can have fun at the Squok Club while their parents enjoy their excursion. The service is free, but must be

requested in advance.

Information Notes
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